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Willis Newson developed a public art strategy for the Wandsworth Acute Unit, a new
mental health unit on the Springfield University Hospital site. Part of a major updating
of the hospital, the aim of all new development on the site is to create something far
removed from the prison-like image of mental health facilities of the past. In collaboration
with MAAP architects, we proposed and delivered a series of commissions for both
interior and exterior spaces. These included one-off and batch production furniture and
glass designs for doors, screens, entrance areas and lift lobbies. The resulting artworks
represent an effective combination of functionality and aesthetics and will make a longlasting and practical contribution to the health of the building and its community.
“ I believe [Willis Newson] did an excellent job for me in finding and appointing the
best artists and crafts-people for the work…the final product is excellent.”
Andrew Simpson, South West London and St George’s Mental Health NHS Trust
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Background
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The Wandsworth Acute Unit is part of a major £23m NHS investment to upgrade
facilities on the Trust’s Springfield Hospital site. The Trust used the Procure 21 funding
route, unlocking funding by developing unneeded land into a mixed-use development
of retail, housing and community areas, alongside and integrated with new hospital
buildings. Willis Newson was asked to develop a public art strategy for the new unit.

Scope
We proposed a series of commissions, led the artist recruitment process and managed
the design and development of the artworks. Our proposals focused on two main areas,
furniture for the reception area and exterior courtyards, and – because of the large
amount of glass in the building as a whole – glass designs.
Process
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We worked closely with MAAP architects to ensure that our proposals and finished
works accurately reflected their concept for the new building. Our ideas were tested
through a steering group consisting of service users, clinical staff, project management
and design team members and members of the overall build project’s steering group.
Following a limited competition process, this panel commissioned furniture makers
and designers Freshwest and glass designer Sonia Fabrizia Bazzo. Both were briefed
and then worked with the steering group and design and build team to integrate their
finished works into the building.
Freshwest also investigated the possibility of creating a suite of furniture for the project,
working with NHS supply chain furniture manufacturers. While cost considerations
made this prohibitive, the process had a positive impact on the selection of
manufactured items that complement the bespoke work.
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Strategy
Aiming to create buildings feeling more like a boutique hotel than the prison-like
facilities of the past, the Trust’s development strategy included a desire to engage
with art and craft creatively. They also wanted to be able, where possible, to roll out
results across the new development, maximising impact and cost effectiveness. Our
art strategy took these ideas as its influence – including a focus on designer makers,
and harking back to William Morris’ advice: “Have nothing in your house that you do not
know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful.”

Conclusions
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Our work on this project would have benefited from earlier commissioning – much of
the design had been completed and building work begun before we were involved.
However, the artists worked well, coping with tight budgets, schedules, and design
issues including heavy wear and tear and security. Whilst some elements of the original
brief were never realised, the commissions that were will form a long-lasting and
practical contribution to the health of the building and its community.
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Commission:

Bespoke furniture

Artists:

Freshwest

Freshwest produced a bespoke reception desk and exterior furniture for the
Wandsworth Acute Unit. Each piece shares common features – employing
organic, flowing forms to create warm, welcoming and extremely functional
furniture.
The reception desk is an important orientation point. It needed to be secure and yet
feel open to visitors. This perceptual barrier was overcome through the use of large
amounts of glass and low surfaces, allowing a full view of reception staff. In the
courtyard, an innovative planter/seat’s subtle organic design is a hybrid of living tree
and functional form. The courtyard areas are important to service users as places to
relax. Freshwest’s furniture transforms a hard landscaped space into an enticing place
to socialise, exercise or find privacy.
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Commission:

Glass vinyl designs

Artist:

Sonia Fabrizia Bazzo

Sonia Fabrizia Bazzo’s colourful glass vinyl designs support way-finding within
the Wandsworth Acute Unit. As a part of the design process, the artist identified
key orientation points, focusing on doors and screens in corridors leading to
communal areas, as well as the crucial entrance and lift lobbies on the ground
floor. Her designs now help these spaces to become important reference points.
All the glass pieces employ the colour range identified as ‘calming and relaxing’ in the
guidelines for use in mental health facilities. The abstracted natural forms of local plants
and landscapes that inspire them are also a response to evidence that bringing nature
into the design of health buildings can have a beneficial effect on service users.
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